
A Brand of Scandinavian Business Seating

ABout HÅG:
Since 1943, Norwegian HÅG has worked with the development, manufacture 
and marketing of unique seating solutions. Throughout the years, we have 
received numerous prizes and awards for our designs. HÅG is a leading brand 
in Europe, and you will find the HÅG brand practically everywhere around 
the globe.

Our mission is to provide the best seating solutions by bringing movement 
and variation to the work place. HÅG is part of Scandinavian Business Seating 
which is Scandinavia’s leading, and among Europe’s largest manufacturers of 
office seating.

HÅG as | Fridtjof Nansens vei 12 | P.O. Box 5055 Majorstuen | N-0301 Oslo, Norway | www.hag-global.com HÅG
Capisco®
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HÅG
design values

HÅG
Capisco®

The Saddle ChairTM providing unlimited freedom of movement

HÅG Capisco is inspired by the horseman’s saddle and sitting 
posture. No one sits as actively as a rider in the saddle. When 
you work seated on a HÅG Capisco, you’ll have perfect 
freedom to move. This is vital to avoid tiredness and work 
related injuries.

uNIQuE FoRM & FuNCtIoN
HÅG Capisco stands out from all other chairs and gives per-
sonality to any room and work place. The special shape of 
the back rest gives your body support in numerous sitting 
positions without limiting your ability to move. The Saddle 
Seat™ is shaped to inspire you to sit like the active horseman 
in his saddle, allowing you to move freely and to work high 
and low. No other task chair is so well adapted to work 
surfaces of different heights. Sit down and easily adjust it from 
a normal table height to semi-standing position.

VERSAtILItY 
Its award-winning design fits into any work place where you 
work and move in a different way as well as in creative meeting 
rooms and collaboration areas. HÅG Capisco is also a great 
chair for dentists, surgeons and other medical professionals 
who work in semi-standing positions or when used back-to-
front so that the back panel supports the chest. Since 1984 
HÅG Capisco® has been sold all around the world to office 
workers, university students, surgeons, architects, designers, 
receptionists, engineers, lecturers, lawyers and opera singers  
– because of its inimitable form and functionality, and its  
unlimited versatility.

HÅG Capisco 8105 Saddle seat

HÅG Capisco 8126

HÅG Capisco 8106 Saddle seat

HÅG Capisco 8127 

HÅG Capisco Saddle seat 8107

ADJUSTMENT FEATURES

A  HEADREST
B  SEAT HEIGHT
C  SEAT DEPTH

D  BACK HEIGHT
E  BACKWARD TILT TENSION
F  LOCKABLE TILT

1.  ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
 The chair can be adjusted  
 from normal sitting height to  
 a semi-standing position.

2.  FOOT SUPPORT
 Provides a comfortable way  
 to vary the position of your  
 feet.

3. THE SADDLE SEAT
 The unique shape of the  
 back inspires lots of move- 
 ment and new sitting 
 positions. The saddle seat  
 gives you an upright sitting  
 posture and a natural 
 curvature in your lower back.

4.  THE HEADREST
 Gives you rest and support  
 for shoulders, neck and head.  
 The gap between the chair’s  
 back and the headrest allows  
 more freedom of movement.
 (standard on models 8107 & 8127)

5. HÅG STEP UP®

 (optional) Offers you two 
 extra levels to place your   
 feet on.

VISuAL DESIGN
HÅG offers modern Scandinavian design – minimalistic, elegant 
and with advanced functionality that is visually appealing, 
intuitive and user-friendly. Our design is human centered – we  
create products that work for you. The options and variations 
are abundant. You will always be able to find a chair that 
meets your needs and visually reflects your personality.

DYNAMIC ERGoNoMICS
The common denominator in all HÅG’s seating solutions is 
sitting in balance. This is the best starting point for movement. 
From a point of balance you can lean forward just as easily as 
you lean backwards. The chair naturally follows as you change to 
your next sitting position – without you even thinking about it.  
Dynamic Ergonomics has contributed to putting HÅG on 
the global map. It’s about chairs that effortlessly move the 
whole body, hence increasing productivity and improving the 
user’s wellbeing.

ENVIRoNMENt & SuStAINABILItY
Focus on the environment has the highest priority in HÅG 
and is a guiding principle in the development of all our  
products. We reduce the environmental impact by exten-
sive use of recyclable and already recycled materials and by 
avoiding the use of chrome, PVC and glue in our products. 
Together with using only renewable energy this ensures a 
lowest possible carbon footprint – thinking cradle to cradle 
for all our chairs.

QuALItY
Quality is about never compromising when it comes to prod-
uct development, technological processes or choice of mate-
rials. HÅG provides a 10 year guarantee on all products and 5 
years 24/7 guarantee on selected task chairs. HÅG task chairs 
are tested in accordance with both EN 1335 (European of-
fice chair standard) and ANSI Bifma (American standard). A 
selection of our task chairs are in addition tested to Brit-
ish Standard BS 5459-2 which is the most commonly used 
standard for intensive use (24 hours).

Since 1943, HÅG has built a strong tradition in developing and manufacturing chairs for improving productivity 
and ergonomics in the work place. Our philosophy is based on the belief that humans are designed to 
move – not to sit still. We continuously strive to develop the best innovative seating solutions for public and 
private businesses and users worldwide. HÅG’s four design values are unquestionable guiding principles 
when developing a HÅG chair. Without these – there is no HÅG chair.

  LEANING FoRwARD.

      up AND DowN.  

         tILtED BACk.

            FEEt up.

          ACtIVE.

       SIDEwAYS.

         BACkwARDS.

           LEANING BACk.

            RoCkING GENtLY.

Design: Peter Opsvik

 - unique reasons for choosing HÅG
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